**EY - CSR SCHOLARSHIP 2019/2020 for Level 100**

**DEADLINE** for the submission of the applications is **Wednesday, 2nd October, 2019 at 3:00pm**

The Students Financial Aid Office (SFAO) is accepting 2019/20 applications for the award of **The EY CSR Scholarship** from **UG students from areas of need reading:**

a) Science (Physics, Chemistry)  
b) Technology  
c) Engineering and  
d) Mathematics

Eligible candidates who have received EY Ghana CSR award in a current year will be eligible for the renewal of the EY Ghana CSR for the subsequent year(s) provided they maintain a Grade Point Average of (GPA) 3.0 or better and are in need of the funds.

The Scholarship will cover **book allowance, academic and residential fees and a few internship slots.**

You are eligible to apply if you:
1. Are a Ghanaian Student.  
2. Obtained a WASSCE aggregate of 15 or better.  
3. Are able to demonstrate limited family income and/or insufficient funds to cover most educational related expenses.  
4. Have the will to succeed (determination, perseverance and success in other pursuits).  
5. Are of a Good Conduct

**Ladies who meet above eligibility are encouraged to apply**

Submit a completed **EY- SFAO FORM 1 EY SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION** and the required essays, a copy of your Academic Records (WASSCE grades/transcript downloaded) and all relevant documents.

**Download** application form from the **UG website:** [http://www.ug.edu.gh](http://www.ug.edu.gh) Click on: Admission then Financial Aid/ EY CSR Scholarship

For enquiries call the STUDENTS FINANCIAL AID OFFICE on 020-5186904/0302-945-312/0303-965240 or email finaid@ug.edu.gh. The SFAO is located at the No. 11, East Legon - Main Campus, behind College of Basic and Applied Sciences and opposite CEGENSA.